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This study investigated the interaction between top-down attentional control and multisensory processing in humans. Using semanti-
cally congruent and incongruent audiovisual stimulus streams, we found target detection to be consistently improved in the setting of
distributed audiovisual attention versus focused visual attention. This performance benefit was manifested as faster reaction times for
congruent audiovisual stimuli and as accuracy improvements for incongruent stimuli, resulting in a resolution of stimulus interference.
Electrophysiological recordings revealed that these behavioral enhancements were associated with reduced neural processing of both
auditory and visual components of the audiovisual stimuli under distributed versus focused visual attention. These neural changes were
observed at early processing latencies, within 100 –300 ms poststimulus onset, and localized to auditory, visual, and polysensory tempo-
ral cortices. These results highlight a novel neural mechanism for top-down driven performance benefits via enhanced efficacy of sensory
neural processing during distributed audiovisual attention relative to focused visual attention.

Introduction
Our natural environment is multisensory, and accordingly we
frequently process auditory and visual sensory inputs simultane-
ously. The neural integration of multisensory information is in
turn intimately linked to the allocated focus or distribution of
attention, which allows for dynamic selection and processing of
sensory signals that are relevant for behavior.

Within-sensory-modality attention has been extensively char-
acterized in the visual and auditory domains. As per the biased
competition model, selective attention to a spatial location, ob-
ject, or perceptual feature within a modality amplifies the sensory
neural responses for the selected signal and suppresses irrelevant
responses (Desimone and Duncan, 1995; Desimone, 1998;
Kastner and Ungerleider, 2001; Gazzaley et al., 2005; Beck and
Kastner, 2009). This mechanism has been shown to underlie
improved behavioral performance for detection of the at-
tended item. In contrast to selective attention, divided atten-
tion within a modality to concurrent sensory signals generates
reduced neural responses and relatively compromised perfor-
mance for each item competing for attention. These observa-
tions are mainly attributed to limited attentional resources

(Lavie, 2005). A crucial question that arises is how these prin-
ciples of attention extend to interactions across sensory mo-
dalities (Talsma et al., 2010).

In this study, we compare the influence of attention focused
on one sensory modality (visual) to attention distributed across
modalities (auditory and visual) on target detection of concur-
rently presented auditory and visual stimuli. Additionally, we
assess neural mechanisms underlying how attention impacts per-
formance, as well as how these behavioral and neural influences
are modulated as a function of congruent versus incongruent
information in the audiovisual domains. To the best of our
knowledge, only two prior studies have neurobehaviorally as-
sessed the interaction of multisensory processing and unisensory
versus multisensory attention goals (Degerman et al., 2007; Tal-
sma et al., 2007), and no study has explored these influences in
the context of audiovisual stimulus congruity. Using arbitrary
audiovisual stimulus combinations (simple shapes and tones),
both prior studies found neural evidence for enhanced process-
ing during multisensory attention, but did not find these neural
effects to benefit perceptual performance. We aimed to resolve
these inconsistencies between behavior and underlying neuro-
physiology in the current study via the use of a novel paradigm
using inherently congruent and incongruent stimuli that are of-
ten seen and heard in the real world.

We hypothesized that distributing attention across sensory
modalities, relative to focused attention to a single modality,
would have differential effects for congruent versus incongruent
stimulus streams. For congruent stimuli, perceptual performance
could be facilitated by distributed audiovisual attention com-
pared with focused unisensory attention. In the case of incongru-
ent stimuli, however, distributed attention could generate greater
interference and hence degrade performance, as also hypothe-
sized in a prior behavioral study (Mozolic et al., 2008). Our be-
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havioral and neurophysiological results are evaluated from the
perspective of these hypotheses.

Materials and Methods
Participants. Twenty healthy young adults (mean age, 23.4 years; range,
19 –29 years; 10 females) gave informed consent to participate in the
study approved by the Committee on Human Research at the University
of California in San Francisco. All participants had normal or corrected-
to-normal vision as examined using a Snellen chart and normal hearing
as estimated by an audiometry software application (UHear). Addition-
ally, all participants were required to have a minimum of 12 years of
education.

Stimuli and experimental procedure. Stimuli were presented on Presen-
tation software (Neurobehavioral Systems) run on a Dell Optiplex
GX620 with a 22” Mitsubishi Diamond Pro 2040U CRT monitor. Par-
ticipants were seated with a chin rest in a dark room 80 cm from the
monitor. Visual stimuli (V) were words presented as black text in Arial
font in a gray square sized 4.8° at the fovea. Auditory words (A) were
spoken in a male voice, normalized and equated in average power spec-
tral density, and presented to participants at a comfortable sound level of
65 dB SPL using insert earphones (Cortech Solutions). Before the exper-
iment, participants were presented with all auditory stimuli once, which
they repeated to ensure 100% word recognition. All spoken and printed
word nouns were simple, mostly monosyllabic everyday usage words,
e.g., tree, rock, vase, bike, tile, book, plate, soda, ice, boat, etc. The exper-
iment used 116 unique written and corresponding spoken words; of
these, 46 words were animal names (cat, chimp, cow, deer, bear, hippo,
dog, rat, toad, fish, etc.) and served as targets. Visual stimuli were pre-
sented for a duration of 100 ms, all auditory presentations had a 250 ms
duration, and audiovisual stimuli (AV) had simultaneous onset of the
auditory and visual stimulus constituents. Each experimental run con-
sisted of 360 randomized stimuli (shuffled from the set of 116 unique
stimuli), with an equivalent 120 V alone, A alone, and AV stimulus
presentations. The interstimulus interval for all stimulus types was jit-

tered at 800 –1100 ms. Each experimental block run thus lasted 6 min,
with a few seconds of a self-paced break available to participants every
quarter block. Stimuli were randomized at each block quarter to ensure
equivalent distribution of A, V and AV stimuli in each quarter.

There were four unique block types presented randomly (Fig. 1), with
each block type repeated twice and the repeat presentation occurring
after each block type had been presented at least once. Participants were
briefed on the upcoming block type before each block presentation:
block type 1: congruent focused visual; block type 2: congruent distrib-
uted audiovisual; block type 3: incongruent focused visual; block type 4:
incongruent distributed audiovisual. Block type 1 had congruent AV
stimuli and participants were instructed to focus attention only on the
visual stream and respond with a button press to visual animal targets,
whether appearing as V alone or AV stimuli (congruent focused visual
attention block). In block type 2, AV stimuli were again congruent and
participants were instructed to distribute attention across both auditory
and visual modalities and detect all animal names, appearing either in the
V, A, or AV stream (congruent distributed audiovisual attention block).
In block type 3, AV stimuli were incongruent and participants were
instructed to focus attention on the visual stream only and respond to
visual animal targets, either appearing alone or co-occurring with a con-
flicting nonanimal auditory stimulus (incongruent focused visual atten-
tion block). Lastly, in block type 4, AV stimuli were incongruent and
participants distributed attention to both A and V stimuli detecting an-
imal names in either V, A, or incongruent AV streams (incongruent
distributed audiovisual attention block). Note that focused auditory
block types were not included in the experiment to constrain the number
of experimental manipulations and provide high-quality neurobehav-
ioral data minimally contaminated by fatigue effects.

Targets in the A, V, or AV streams appeared at 20% probability. To
further clarify, for the AV stream in congruent blocks (1 and 2), visual
animal targets were paired with related auditory animal targets, while in
incongruent blocks (3 and 4), visual animal targets were paired with
auditory nonanimal stimuli. This AV stimuli pairing scheme was un-

Figure 1. Overview of experimental block design. All blocks consisted of randomly interspersed auditory-only (a), visual-only (v), and simultaneous audiovisual (av) stimuli, labeled in each frame.
The auditory and visual constituent stimuli of audiovisual trials matched during the two congruent blocks and did not match on incongruent blocks. Target stimuli (animal words) in each block stream
are depicted in uppercase (though they did not differ in actual salience during the experiment). During the focused visual attention blocks, participants detected visual animal word targets occurring
in either the V or AV stream. During the distributed audiovisual attention blocks, participants detected animal targets occurring in either of three stimulus streams.
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known to participants and maintained the same number of visual con-
stituent targets within the AV streams across all blocks. Note that
performance metrics were obtained for targets in the V and AV streams
in all blocks, while performance on targets in the A stream was only
obtained in the distributed audiovisual attention blocks 2 and 4; targets
in the A stream in the focused visual attention blocks 1 and 3 were not
attended to and did not have associated responses.

Participants were instructed to fixate at the center of the screen at all
times, and were given feedback as per their average percentage correct
accuracy and response times (RTs) at the end of each block. Speed and
accuracy were both emphasized in the behavior, and correct responses
were scored within a 200 –1200 ms period after stimulus onset. Correct
responses to targets were categorized as hits; responses to nontarget stim-
uli in either modality were classified as false alarms. The hit and false
alarm rates were used to derive the sensitivity estimate d� in each modal-
ity (MacMillan and Creelman, 1991).

EEG data acquisition. Data were recorded during eight blocks (two
per block type), yielding 192 epochs of data for each standard V/A/AV
stimulus (and 48 epochs per target) per block type. Electrophysiolog-
ical signals were recorded with a BioSemi ActiveTwo 64-channel EEG
acquisition system in conjunction with BioSemi ActiView software
(Cortech Solutions). Signals were amplified and digitized at 1024 Hz
with a 24-bit resolution. All electrode offsets were maintained be-
tween �20 mV.

The three-dimensional coordinates of each electrode and of three fi-
ducial landmarks (the left and right preauricular points and the nasion)
were determined by means of a BrainSight (Rogue Research) spatial
digitizer. The mean Cartesian coordinates for each site were averaged
across all subjects and used for topographic mapping and source local-
ization procedures.

Data analysis. Raw EEG data were digitally re-referenced off-line to the
average of the left and right mastoids. Eye artifacts were removed through
independent component analyses by excluding components consistent
with topographies for blinks and eye movements and the electrooculo-
gram time series. Data were high-pass filtered at 0.1 Hz to exclude ul-
traslow DC drifts. This preprocessing was conducted in the Matlab
(Mathworks) EEGLab toolbox (Swartz Center for Computational Neu-
roscience, UC San Diego). Further data analyses were performed using
custom ERPSS software (Event-Related Potential Software System; UC
San Diego). All ERP analyses were confined to the standard (nontarget)
V, A, and AV stimuli. Signals were averaged in 500 ms epochs with a 100
ms prestimulus interval. The averages were digitally low-pass filtered
with a Gaussian finite impulse function (3 dB attenuation at 46 Hz) to
remove high-frequency noise produced by muscle movements and ex-
ternal electrical sources. Epochs that exceeded a voltage threshold of �75
�V were rejected.

Components of interest were quantified in the 0 –300 ms ERPs over
distinct electrode sets that corresponded to sites at which component
peak amplitudes were maximal. Components in the auditory N1 (110 –
120 ms) and P2 (175–225 ms) latency were measured at nine frontocen-
tral electrodes (FC1/2, C1/2, CP1/2, FCz, Cz, CPz). Relevant early visual
processing was quantified over occipital sites corresponding to the peak
topography of the visual P1 component (PO3/4, PO7/8, O1/2 and POz,
Oz) during the peak latency intervals of 130 –140 ms and 110 –130 ms for
congruent and incongruent stimulus processing, respectively, and six
lateral occipital electrodes (PO7/8, P7/P8, P9/P10) were used to quantify
processing during the visual N1 latency (160 –190 ms). Statistical
analyses for ERP components as well as behavioral data used repeated-
measures ANOVAs with a Greenhouse–Geisser correction when appropri-
ate. Post hoc analyses consisted of two-tailed t tests. This ERP component
analysis was additionally confirmed by conducting running point-wise two-
tailed paired t tests at all scalp electrode sites. In this analysis, a significant
difference is considered if at least 10 consecutive data points meet the 0.05
alpha criterion and is a suitable alternative to Bonferroni correction for mul-
tiple comparisons (Guthrie and Buchwald, 1991; Murray et al., 2001; Mol-
holm et al., 2002). This analysis did not yield any new effects other than the
components of interest described above.

Of note, here we refrained from analyses of later processes (�300 ms
poststimulus onset), as it is not easy to distinguish whether such pro-

cesses reflect a sensory/multisensory contribution or decision making/
response selection processes that are active at these latencies.

Scalp distributions of select difference wave components were com-
pared after normalizing their amplitudes before ANOVA according to
the method described by McCarthy and Wood (1985). Comparisons
were made over 40 electrodes spanning frontal, central, parietal, and
occipital sites (16 in each hemisphere and 8 over midline). Differences in
scalp distribution were reflected in significant attention condition (fo-
cused vs distributed) by electrode interactions.

Modeling of ERP sources. Inverse source modeling was performed to
estimate the intracranial generators of the components within the grand-
averaged difference waves that represented significant modulations in
congruent and incongruent multisensory processing. Source locations
were estimated by distributed linear inverse solutions based on a local
auto-regressive average (LAURA) (Grave de Peralta Menendez et al.,
2001). LAURA estimates three-dimensional current density distribu-
tions using a realistic head model with a solution space of 4024 nodes
equally distributed within the gray matter of the average template brain
of the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI). It makes no a priori as-
sumptions regarding the number of sources or their locations and can
deal with multiple simultaneously active sources (Michel et al., 2001).
LAURA analyses were implemented using CARTOOL software by Denis
Brunet (http://sites.google.com/site/fbmlab/cartool). To ascertain the
anatomical brain regions giving rise to the difference wave components,
the current source distributions estimated by LAURA were transformed
into the standardized MNI coordinate system using SPM5 software
(Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, London, England).

Results
Our paradigm consisted of rapidly presented spoken (A) and
written (V) nouns, either presented independently or concur-
rently (AV; Fig. 1). Concurrent stimuli were presented in blocks
in which they were either semantically congruent (e.g., A �
comb; V � comb) or incongruent (e.g., A � rock; V � comb).
For both congruent and incongruent blocks, two attention ma-
nipulations were assessed: focused visual attention and distrib-
uted audiovisual attention. The participant’s goal was to respond
with a button-press to the presentation of a stimulus from a
specific category target (i.e., animal names) when detected exclu-
sively in the visual modality (focused attention condition) or in
either auditory or visual modality (distributed attention condi-
tion). Importantly, the goals were never divided across different
tasks (e.g., monitoring stimuli from multiple categories, such as
animals and vehicles); thus, we investigated selective attention
toward a single task goal focused within or distributed across
sensory modalities. To summarize, for both congruent and in-
congruent blocks, two attentional variations (focused vs distrib-
uted) were investigated under identical stimulus presentations,
providing the opportunity to observe the impact of top-down
goals on processing identical bottom-up inputs.

Behavioral performance
Detection performance is represented by sensitivity estimates
(d�) and by RTs (ms) for V, A, and AV target stimuli (Table 1). d�
estimates were calculated in each modality from the hits and false
alarm rates for target and nontarget stimuli in that modality,
respectively (MacMillan and Creelman, 1991). To compare the
impact of focused versus distributed attention on multisensory
processing, performance indices were generated for the differ-
ence in performance between multisensory AV and unisensory V
stimuli and compared across the attentional manipulations sep-
arately for the congruent and incongruent blocks. Figure 2 shows
differential (AV � V) accuracy (d�) and RT metrics for distrib-
uted attention trials relative to focused attention trials in all study
participants; the unity line references equivalent performance
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across the two attention manipulations and the square data point
represents the sample mean. Of note, there is no parallel (AV � A)
performance comparison across the two attentional manipulations,
as auditory targets were detected only in blocks with attention dis-
tributed to both auditory and visual inputs.

Effects of attention on congruent multisensory performance
For congruent blocks, accuracy for AV targets were significantly
greater than V targets independent of attentional goals (Fig. 2a,
positive AV � V indices), observed as a main effect of stimulus
type in repeated-measures ANOVAs with stimulus type (AV vs
V) and attention (focused vs distributed) as factors (F(1,19) �
20.69, p � 0.0002). Post hoc paired t tests showed that AV accu-
racies were consistently superior to V accuracies in the focused
(t(19) � 2.99, p � 0.007) and the distributed attention condition
(t(19) � 4.66, p � 0.0002) (Fig. 2a, asterisks above the mean data
point). This result revealed a stimulus congruency facilitation
effect. There was no significant main effect of attention (F(1,19) �
0.04, p � 0.8) and the interaction between the attention manip-
ulation and stimulus type trended to significance (F(1,19) � 2.89,
p � 0.1). A similar ANOVA conducted for target RTs showed a
comparable facilitation effect, with responses for AV targets sig-
nificantly faster than V targets (main effect of stimulus type:
F(1,19) � 39.50, p � 0.0001; Fig. 2b, negative AV � V indices).
Again, post hoc paired t tests showed this effect to be significant
during focused (t(19) � 2.35, p � 0.03) and distributed (t(19) �
7.65, p � 0.0001) attention. The ANOVA for RTs additionally
showed a main effect of attention (F(1,19) � 16.39, p � 0.0007).
Critically, a stimulus type � attention interaction was found
(F(1,19) � 14.92, p � 0.001), such that AV � V RTs were relatively
faster in the distributed versus focused attention condition (em-
phasized in Fig. 2b by the longer y-axis relative to x-axis distance
of the sample mean data point). Of note, these relatively faster
AV � V RTs during distributed attention were not accompanied
by any decrements in accuracy, i.e., there was no speed–accuracy
tradeoff. Thus, congruent audiovisual stimuli resulted in overall
better detection performance compared with visual stimuli alone
(both accuracy and RT), and distributed audiovisual attention
enhanced this stimulus congruency facilitation by improving
performance (RT) relative to focused visual attention.

Effects of attention on incongruent multisensory performance
Similar repeated-measures ANOVAs as for congruent blocks
were conducted for incongruent blocks. These revealed no main
effects of stimulus type (AV vs V, F(1,19) � 0.20, p � 0.7) or
attention (focused vs distributed, F(1,19) � 0.23, p � 0.6) on ac-
curacy d� measures. Yet a significant attention � stimulus type
interaction was observed (F(1,19) � 5.04, p � 0.04; emphasized in

Fig. 2c by the shorter y-axis relative to x-axis distance of the
sample mean data point). Post hoc t tests showed that d� accuracy
on incongruent AV targets was significantly diminished relative
to V targets during focused visual attention, revealing a stimulus
incongruency interference effect (t(19) � 2.13, p � 0.046; Fig. 2c,
x-axis asterisk on mean data point). Notably, however, this inter-
ference effect was resolved during distributed attention, such that
incongruent AV target accuracy did not differ from accuracy on
V targets (t(19) � 0.99, p � 0.3). Neither significant main effects of
attention or stimulus type nor an interaction between these fac-
tors was observed in ANOVAs for target RTs in incongruent
blocks (Fig. 2d). Thus, distributed attention to incongruent au-
diovisual stimuli resulted in improved detection performance (d�
measure) relative to focused attention, and notably without a
speed–accuracy tradeoff.

Importantly, performance on visual-alone trials that served as
a baseline measure (Fig. 2, horizontal zero line) did not differ as a
function of condition, as evaluated in a repeated-measures
ANOVA with block type (congruent vs incongruent) and atten-
tion (focused vs distributed) as factors. The main effect of block
type did not reach significance for either visual accuracy (F(1,19) �
0.83, p � 0.4) or RT measures (F(1,19) � 3.24, p � 0.09). Similarly
there was no main effect of type of attention on visual perfor-
mance alone (accuracy: F(1,19) � 1.41, p � 0.3; RT: F(1,19) � 2.84,
p � 0.1). Lastly, performance on auditory-alone targets, which
only occurred in the distributed attention conditions, did not
significantly differ in d� or RT measures across congruent versus
incongruent block types.

ERP responses
Effects of attention on congruent multisensory processing
Behaviorally, we found that distributed audiovisual attention im-
proved detection performance relative to focused visual attention
for congruent audiovisual stimuli via more rapid RTs (Fig. 2b).
As both manipulations incorporated attention to the visual
modality, we investigated whether the visual constituent of the
congruent AV stimulus was differentially processed under dis-
tributed versus focused attention. Visual constituent processing
was obtained at occipital sites by subtracting the auditory-alone
ERP from the audiovisual ERP within each attention block (Cal-
vert et al., 2004; Molholm et al., 2004). An ANOVA with attention
type as a factor conducted on the AV � A difference waves re-
vealed significantly reduced signal amplitudes at a latency of
130 –140 ms in the distributed relative to focused attention con-
dition (F(1,19) � 4.65, p � 0.04). A similar effect of attention was
observed at the 160 –190 ms latency range at more lateral occip-
ital sites [F(1,19) � 5.26, p � 0.03; Fig. 3, a (positive values plotted
below horizontal axis) and b]. These observed AV � A differences
were not driven by differences in auditory alone ERPs, which
were nonsignificant across the two attention manipulations at
these occipital sites.

Source estimates of the extracted visual processing signal at
130 –140 and 160 –190 ms modeled within the AV � A difference
waves under focused attention showed neural generators in ex-
trastriate visual cortex (in the region of BA 19; Fig. 3c; MNI
coordinates of the peak of the source clusters in Table 2). We thus
observed that these two difference wave components respectively
resembled the P1 and N1 components commonly elicited in the
visual-evoked potential in their timing, topography, and location
of occipital source clusters (Gomez Gonzalez et al., 1994; Di
Russo et al., 2002, 2003). Thus, distributed audiovisual attention
was associated with reduced visual constituent processing com-
pared with focused visual attention, which is consistent with

Table 1. Details of behavioral measures observed for target stimuli during the four
blocked tasks

Block type/attention
Target
stimulus d� (SEM)

Target hits
(in %) (SEM)

Nontarget false
alarms (in %) (SEM)

Reaction time
(in ms) (SEM)

Congruent focused V 5.2 (0.2) 97.5 (0.7) 0.5 (0.1) 554 (9)
AV 5.7 (0.2) 98.3 (0.8) 0.5 (0.1) 545 (9)

Congruent distributed V 5.0 (0.2) 97.5 (0.6) 0.8 (0.1) 548 (7)
AV 5.9 (0.2) 99.5 (0.3) 0.9 (0.2) 523 (8)
A 4.1 (0.2) 90.1 (1.8) 0.5 (0.1) 680 (12)

Incongruent focused V 5.4 (0.2) 97.3 (1.2) 0.6 (0.1) 548 (9)
AV 4.9 (0.2) 96.9 (0.7) 0.7 (0.1) 550 (8)

Incongruent distributed V 5.1 (0.2) 97.6 (0.7) 1.0 (0.3) 538 (8)
AV 5.4 (0.2) 98.5 (0.5) 0.9 (0.2) 544 (9)
A 4.4 (0.2) 91.7 (2.0) 0.5 (0.1) 681 (11)

Values represented as means � SEM.
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observations of sensory processing under unimodal divided
attention (Desimone and Duncan, 1995; Desimone, 1998; Kast-
ner and Ungerleider, 2001; Beck and Kastner, 2009; Reddy et al.,
2009). ERPs elicited to isolated V targets under focused visual
versus distributed audiovisual attention provide confirmation
that unimodal visual target processing was indeed reduced in the
latter condition (Fig. 3a, right).

In contrast to the visual modality that was attended in both
focused and distributed attention conditions, the auditory mo-
dality was only attended to in the distributed condition. To com-
pare auditory processing of the congruent AV stimulus during
distributed attention versus when auditory information was task-
irrelevant (i.e., during focused visual attention), we analyzed the
auditory constituent at frontocentral electrode sites, where an
auditory ERP is typically observed. This was accomplished by
subtracting the visual-alone ERP from the audiovisual ERP for
each attention condition (Calvert et al., 2004; Busse et al., 2005;
Fiebelkorn et al., 2010). (The visual-alone ERPs were not differ-
ent at frontocentral sites under the two types of attention.) An
ANOVA with attention type as a factor conducted on the AV � V
difference ERPs showed a significant early positive component
difference at 175–225 ms (P200; F(1,19) � 14.3, p � 0.001), which
was larger when the auditory information was task-irrelevant
relative to levels in the distributed attention condition (Fig. 3d,e).
This difference in auditory constituent processing was positively

correlated with the relative multisensory RT improvement for
distributed versus focused attention observed in Figure 2b (r18 �
0.46, p � 0.04; Fig. 3f), revealing that reduced AV � V neural
processing under distributed attention was associated with better
AV � V behavioral performance.

The neural generators of the grand-averaged P200 difference
wave component were modeled in the focused visual attention
condition, which contained greater signal amplitude but similar
scalp topography as the P200 component in the distributed con-
dition. The source estimates revealed that the P200 component
could be accounted for by bilateral current sources in the region
of the superior temporal gyrus (STG; BA 22; Fig. 3g; MNI coor-
dinates of the peak of the source cluster provided in Table 2).
Though this P200 resembled the P2 component ubiquitously
found in the auditory-evoked response (for review, see Crowley
and Colrain, 2004), its localization to STG—a known site for
multisensory integration (Calvert, 2001; Calvert et al., 2004;
Beauchamp, 2005; Ghazanfar and Schroeder, 2006)—indicates
the polysensory contribution to this process.

Effects of attention on incongruent multisensory processing
Behaviorally, we found that distributed attention improved per-
formance relative to focused attention for incongruent audiovi-
sual stimuli via recovery of accuracy interference costs (Fig. 2c).
Parallel to the ERP analysis for congruent stimuli, we first ana-

Figure 2. Behavioral performance during distributed audiovisual attention relative to focused visual attention depicted as (AV � V) normalized measures for all participants (black circles). The
square data point with error bars represents the sample mean and SEM. The unity line references equivalent performance across the two attention manipulations. Measures are shown as differential
d� (a, c) and differential RTs (b, d). Asterisks on the mean data points represent significant AV versus V performance differences (on horizontal error bars for focused attention and on vertical error
bars for distributed attention). Bolded axial distances in b and c emphasize significant performance differences between the focused and distributed attention conditions. Note that distributed
attention results in superior performance on congruent trials (RT) and incongruent trials (d�).
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lyzed the visual constituent of incongruent AV stimulus process-
ing using AV � A difference waves obtained within the focused
and distributed attention blocks. Early extracted visual process-
ing signals, compared by ANOVAs with attention type as a factor,
differed at occipital sites during the latency range of 110 –130 ms,
with significantly reduced amplitudes in the distributed relative
to the focused attention AV � A difference waves (F(1,19) � 4.43,
p � 0.04; Fig. 4a,b); auditory-alone ERPs were no different at
these sites. Source estimates of this difference wave component
revealed neural generators in extrastriate visual cortex (BA 19;
Fig. 4c; MNI coordinates in Table 2), overlapping the source
estimates for the similar latency component in the congruent
extracted visual difference wave. Again, early visual constituent
processing of the AV stimulus was reduced under distributed
relative to focused visual attention. Additionally, this result was

consistent with early sensory processing of isolated V targets,
which showed reduced processing under distributed audiovisual
versus focused visual attention (Fig. 4a, right).

The extracted auditory constituent reflected in the AV � V waves
in the setting of audiovisual incongruency, compared by ANOVAs
with attention type as a factor, showed significant amplitude differ-
ences in early auditory processing at 110–120 ms latency (F(1,19) �
4.97, p � 0.04; Fig. 4d,e); visual-alone ERPs did not significantly
differ at these sites. When modeled for inverse source solutions, this
difference wave component localized to the middle temporal gyrus
(BA 22) adjacent to auditory cortex (BA 42; Fig. 4f; MNI coordinates
of the peak of the source cluster in Table 2). We observed that this
component resembled the auditory N1 in latency, topography, and
approximate source generators. Of note, despite the overall similar-
ity in waveforms across congruent and incongruent stimulus pro-
cessing, the attention-related component differences during
incongruent processing emerged at distinct latencies, and even ear-
lier (110–120 ms) than processing differences during congruent
processing (175–225 ms). Yet, consistent with results for auditory
constituent processing of congruent AV stimuli, processing of
the incongruent auditory constituent signal was also observed to
be relatively decreased during distributed audiovisual versus fo-
cused visual attention. In this case, however, neurobehavioral
correlations for the auditory N1 latency AV � V processing dif-
ference versus AV � V multisensory accuracy improvement un-
der distributed relative to focused attention trended toward but
did not reach significance (r18 � 0.39, p � 0.09).

Figure 3. Grand-averaged difference waves (n � 20) depicting multisensory processing during the congruent trials compared for the focused and distributed attention conditions. a, Extracted
processing for the visual constituent of multisensory stimulation (AV � A) at occipital sites O2 and PO7 showing significant amplitude differences at 130 –140 and 160 –190 ms, with corresponding
topographical maps in b and source estimates in c. Corresponding ERPs elicited to isolated visual targets are also shown in a for reference, to the right of the extracted difference waves. d, Extracted
processing for the auditory constituent of multisensory stimulation (AV � V) showing attention-related differences at 175–225 ms latency (P200 component) at a medial central site (Cz; positive
voltage plotted below horizontal axis). e, Topographical voltage maps corresponding to the P200 component difference. f, Positive neurobehavioral correlations between P200 modulation and RT
differences across the two attention conditions. g, Current source estimates for the P200 component.

Table 2. MNI coordinates of the peak of the source clusters as estimated in LAURA
at relevant component latencies identified in the extracted visual (AV � A) and
extracted auditory (AV � V) difference waveforms for congruent and incongruent
blocks

Block type Difference wave Latency (ms) x (mm) y (mm) z (mm)

Congruent AV � A 130 –140 �29 �71 �1
AV � A 160 –190 �27 �75 �4
AV � V 175–225 �56 �33 �7

Incongruent AV � A 110 –120 �30 �71 �2
AV � V 110 –120 �58 �35 �4

All sources were modeled for difference waves in the focused visual attention condition.
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Discussion
In the present study, we investigated how processing of semanti-
cally congruent and incongruent audiovisual stimuli is influ-
enced by the allocation of attentional focus to either a single
sensory domain (visual) or distributed across the senses (audi-
tory and visual). Behavioral findings showed that congruent
audiovisual detection performance was enhanced relative to
isolated visual detection during focused visual attention, and that
attention distributed across both modalities further facilitated
audiovisual performance via faster response times. Performance
on incongruent audiovisual stimuli, in contrast, suffered a per-
formance decrement relative to visual stimuli under focused vi-
sual attention, but, remarkably, this accuracy decrement was
resolved under distributed attention. Further, event-related po-
tential recordings consistently revealed that processing of the vi-
sual and auditory constituents of the audiovisual stimuli were
markedly reduced during distributed relative to focused atten-
tion, whether or not the sensory modality in the focused condi-
tion was task-relevant (visual) or -irrelevant (auditory). Thus,
these results demonstrate a novel association between improved
behavioral performance and increased neural efficiency, as re-
flected by reduced auditory and visual processing during distrib-
uted audiovisual attention.

Previous studies using elementary auditory (tone) and visual
(shape/grating) stimuli pairings have shown that perceptual per-
formance involving multisensory stimuli is improved relative to
unimodal stimuli (Giard and Peronnet, 1999; Fort et al., 2002;
Molholm et al., 2002; Talsma et al., 2007; Van der Burg et al.,
2011). Performance gains were consistently observed for audio-
visual versus unimodal stimuli when the auditory and visual con-
stituents of the audiovisual stimulus belonged to the same object

or had prior object categorization, but not otherwise (Fort et al.,
2002; Degerman et al., 2007; Talsma et al., 2007). Studies with
more complex naturalistic stimuli, such as pairings of animal
pictures and animal sounds (Molholm et al., 2004) and auditory
speech paired with facial lip movements (Schroeder et al., 2008;
Senkowski et al., 2008) have further shown that multisensory
stimuli containing conflicting auditory and visual parts have neg-
ative or null performance impact relative to unimodal perfor-
mance. In the majority of studies, with the exception of two
(Degerman et al., 2007; Talsma et al., 2007), multisensory perfor-
mance was investigated without any manipulation of the focus of
attention. The two studies in exception compared performance
when attention was focused unimodally or divided across an au-
ditory and visual task; yet observations were made using arbitrary
associations of elementary auditory and visual stimuli. Our study
is unique in its investigation of selective attention either focused
to a modality or distributed across the senses and notably for
inherently congruent and incongruent stimuli.

The surprising novel behavioral finding in our study is that
distributing attention across both auditory and visual domains
not only enhances performance for congruent AV stimuli, but
also resolves interference for incongruent AV stimuli. Although
such interference resolution was unexpected, we posit that it re-
sults from efficient top-down regulation of automatic bottom-up
processing when attention is distributed. During focused visual
attention to incongruent AV stimuli, the concurrent and con-
flicting irrelevant auditory stream may capture bottom-up atten-
tion in a detrimental manner (Busse et al., 2005; Fiebelkorn et al.,
2010; Zimmer et al., 2010a,b). Top-down monitoring of both
sensory streams during distributed attention may minimize such
interruptive bottom-up capture and may even actively suppress

Figure 4. Grand-averaged difference waves (n � 20) depicting multisensory processing during the incongruent trials compared for the focused and distributed attention conditions. a, Extracted
processing for the visual constituent of multisensory stimulation (AV � A) at occipital site O2 showing significant amplitude differences at 110 –130 ms, with corresponding topographical maps in
b and source estimates in c. Corresponding ERPs elicited to isolated visual targets are also shown in a for reference, to the right of the extracted difference waves. d, Extracted processing for the
auditory constituent of multisensory stimulation (AV � V) showing attention related differences at 110 –120 ms at a medial central site (Cz), with corresponding topographical maps in
e and source estimates in f.
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the interfering stream, leading to better performance. Such a reg-
ulatory mechanism may also apply for congruent AV stimuli,
wherein exclusive focus on the visual modality may weaken the
automatic spatiotemporal and semantic audiovisual binding,
while distributed top-down attention regulation may optimally
facilitate it.

The EEG data revealed that distributed audiovisual relative to
focused visual attention led to reduced neural processing for both
the visual and auditory constituents of the AV stimuli. The visual
constituent showed reduced ERP amplitudes during distributed
attention at early visual P1 and N1 latencies; the visual P1-like
attention effect was elicited for both congruent and incongruent
AV processing, while the N1 effect was only observed for congru-
ent AV processing. Congruent AV stimuli have been previously
noted to generate a visual N1-like effect (Molholm et al., 2004);
however, the differential modulation of early visual sensory pro-
cessing by distributed versus focused attention is a novel finding.
However, this is not unexpected and is consistent with the well
documented finding that limited attentional resources within a
modality, as during distributed relative to focused visual atten-
tion, are associated with reduced neural responses (Lavie, 2005).

Parallel to the findings for visual processing, the auditory constit-
uent neural signals were found to be reduced during distributed
attention at 200 ms peak latencies for congruent AV processing and
at 115 ms peak latencies for incongruent processing. Additionally,
for congruent stimuli, the amplitude reduction observed for the
P200 component during distributed attention was directly corre-
lated with the faster AV reaction times evidenced in this condition.
The P200 localized to superior temporal cortex—a known site for
multisensory integration (Calvert, 2001, Beauchamp, 2005)—thus,
its neurobehavioral correlation underlies the polysensory contribu-
tion to the behavioral findings.

Notably, however, in the analysis for auditory constituent
processing, the auditory signal under distributed audiovisual at-
tention was compared with the signal during focused visual at-
tention when the auditory information was task-irrelevant. The
reduction in auditory constituent processing is a surprising find-
ing given that attentional allocation is known to be associated
with enhanced sensory processing. However, these neural results
are consistent with the current behavioral findings and can be
explained by viewing top-down attention as a dynamic regulatory
process. An interfering, concurrent auditory stimulus in the case
of incongruent AV stimuli has been shown to capture bottom-up
attention such that auditory neural processing is enhanced
(Busse et al., 2005; Fiebelkorn et al., 2010; Zimmer et al.,
2010a,b). We hypothesize that distributed top-down attention
reduces this bottom-up capture by the interfering auditory
stream and/or may suppress the interfering stream, resulting in
reduced early auditory processing and a resolution of behavioral
interference effects, as observed here.

Of note, we found all neural processing differences to be am-
plitude rather than latency modulations. That no significant
latency differences were found in our comparisons may be
attributed to our focus on early multisensory processing (0 –300
ms), which has been evidenced to be rapid and convergent within
unisensory cortices (Schroeder and Foxe, 2002, 2005) with neural
response enhancement-/suppression-related modulation mech-
anisms (Ghazanfar and Schroeder, 2006). Also, as a focused au-
ditory attention manipulation was not included in the study, the
current findings may be specific to comparisons of distributed
audiovisual attention versus focused visual attention; modality
generalization needs to be pursued in future research.

The two prior neurobehavioral studies that manipulated at-
tention (focus unimodally or divide attention across auditory
and visual tasks) found evidence for enhanced early multisensory
ERP processing (Talsma et al., 2007) and enhanced multisensory-
related fMRI responses in superior temporal cortex (Degerman et
al., 2007) under divided attention. These enhancements were as-
sociated with null or negative multisensory performance (under
divided relative to unimodal attention) in the former and latter
study, respectively. Although these findings appear contrary to
our results, these studies differ from the current investigation in
the use of elementary auditory and visual stimuli with no inher-
ent (in)congruencies and in the manipulation of attention being
divided across distinct auditory and visual tasks in contrast to
selective attention directed at a single task being distributed
across modalities, as in the current study. These crucial study
differences may be manifest in the different underlying neural
changes and behavioral consequences. To note, consistent with
these studies and contrary to ours, a prior behavioral study that
used a similar task design as us did not find any significant per-
formance differences for semantically incongruent audiovisual
pairings processed under unisensory versus multisensory atten-
tion goals (Mozolic et al., 2008). This study, however, used a
two-alternative forced-choice response scheme, different and
more cognitively complex than the detection scheme in the pres-
ent experiment. It is possible then that any interference resolu-
tion under distributed attention, as we observe, may be annulled
in the Mozolic et al. (2008) study by the additional conflict intro-
duced at the level of decision making to choose the appropriate
response.

Many cross-modal studies to date have reported that multi-
sensory attention is associated with enhancements in neural pro-
cessing (for review, see Talsma et al., 2010). However, we posit
that distributed audiovisual attention, which was beneficial for
multisensory behavior relative to focused visual attention, is
characterized by reduced sensorineural processing. Such associ-
ations between improved performance and reduced neural pro-
cessing have been more commonly observed in the perceptual
learning literature. Recent ERP and fMRI studies have evidenced
that perceptual training associated with improved behavioral
performance results in reduced neural processing in perceptual
(Ding et al., 2003; Mukai et al., 2007; Alain and Snyder, 2008;
Kelley and Yantis, 2010) and working memory (Berry et al., 2010)
tasks, and that individuals with trained attentional expertise ex-
hibit reduced responses to task-irrelevant information (Mishra et
al., 2011). These training-induced plasticity studies interpret
these data as a reflection of increased neural efficacy impacting
improved behavioral performance. Overall, our findings show
that distributing attention across the senses can be beneficial in a
multisensory environment, and further demonstrate novel neu-
ral underpinnings for such behavioral enhancements in the form
of reduced processing within unisensory auditory and visual cor-
tices and polysensory temporal regions.
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